
                                                            

“In my 45 years in show business I have experienced all the ups and downs one can possibly 

imagine an entertainer will endure to stay in the profession that he or she loves so much. When I 

look back I fondly remember those who took time during those struggles to give me words of 

encouragement and especially those from Chicago because it means so much when your home 

town folks support you. So when Lou Macaluso contacted me to ask if I could find the time to 

read his not yet published book "In Search of Sal" I told him I was overwhelmed with projects 

for the next two months but send it and I would try to get to it. It arrived last night and I made the 

mistake of reading the first couple of pages and then could not put it down till I finished it. A 

friendship that develops in High School between Tony and Sal and then gets lost after graduation 

takes you on a journey that involves mystery, suspense, murder ,fraud, love affairs and courage. 

Compelling reading. Bravo Home Boy, Bravo!” 

 —Tom Dreesen, entertainer, actor, author  

"Murder in Hollywood--a twisting story loaded with eccentrics, egos, and eroticism of every 

stripe, Hop aboard this La-La Land express and enjoy the ride." 

—Robert  Goldsborough, author of ARCHIE MEETS NERO WOLFE, a prequel to Rex 

Stout's classic detective series   

ORDER ON AMAZON.COM 
OCTOBER 14—19 

In Search of Sal combines the 

genres of mystery/noir, 

romance, and crime (inspired 

by the true story of Hollywood 

actor Stanley DeSantis who 

died mysteriously in 2005). 

Tony Morelli is a Midwestsern 

writer based in Oak Park, 

Illinois. The plot involves 

Tony’s latest project, the life 

story of his deceased former 

high school friend, character 

actor and multi-millionaire 

entrepreneur Sal DeVanno; 

Tony’s research thrusts him 

into a Hollywood world of 

fraud, forgery and foul play. 

 


